This paper presents a novel way to approximate a distribution governing a system of coupled particles with a product of independent distributions. The approach is an extension of mean field theory that allows the independent distributions to live in a different space from the system, and thereby capture statistical dependencies in that system. It also allows different Hamiltonians for each independent distribution, to facilitate Monte Carlo estimation of those distributions. The approach leads to a novel energy-minimization algorithm in which each coordinate Monte Carlo estimates an associated spectrum, and then independently sets its state by sampling a Boltzmann distribution across that spectrum. It can also be used for high-dimensional numerical integration, (constrained) combinatorial optimization, and adaptive distributed control. This approach also provides a simple, physics-based derivation of the powerful approximate energy-minimization algorithms semi-formally derived in [8, 9, 11] . In addition it suggests many improvements to those algorithms, and motivates a new (bounded rationality) game theory equilibrium concept.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mean Field Approximations (MFA's) have many applications outside of physics, combinatorial optimization by mean-field annealing being perhaps the most prominent of them [5, 6] . One problem with MFA's is that because they treat all particles as independent, they can be a poor approximation of the desired distribution. Another is that especially in large systems with complex Hamiltonians, they can be expensive to evaluate.
We extend MFA's by introducing coordinate transformations that allow us to convert a coupled distribution into a decoupled one. This allows us to improve the accuracy of the MFA. It also allows us to employ Monte Carlo mean-field annealing for optimal adaptive control. We also introduce separate Hamiltonians for each particle. This allows us to exploit recent results in collectives theory [9] to speed up MFA evaluations. This extended MFA justifies heuristics recently found to beat simulated annealing in adaptive control problems by orders of magnitude [8, 10, 11] . It also provides novel ways to do (constrained) combinatorial optimization, a novel (bounded rational) game theory equilibrium concept [1, 7] , and a way to calculate such equilibria.
II. SELF-CONSISTENT DISTRIBUTIONS
Let ζ be a space with elements z and cardinality |ζ|. A semi-coordinate system of ζ, Ξ, is a space ξ having elements x = (x 1 ∈ ξ 1 , . . . , x M ∈ ξ M ) together with a surjective map from ξ to ζ, written as ζ(.). ζ(.) need not be invertible; the (semi-)coordinates of a point x ∈ ξ may not be unique. No a priori restriction is made on whether ξ and ζ are countable, uncountable, time-extended, etc.
The space of possible probability distributions (or density functions, as the case may be) over ξ is P † .
Any p ∈ P † induces a distribution over ζ, p(z) = dx p(x)δ(z − ζ(x)). (We implicitly assume integral measures and delta functions that match ξ.)
P is the set of all product distributions over ξ, i.e., the submanifold of all p ∈ P † obeying p(ξ) = i p(ξ i ). We will use the obvious parameterization of elements of P as the vectors of their marginal distributions, written q = (q 1 (ξ 1 ), . . . , q M (ξ M )). Note that changing ζ(.) with ξ fixed will change the manifold P in general but won't affect Q, the space of all q.
We are interested in self-consistent q that obey q i (ξ i ) = A i (ξ i , q (i) ) ∀i for some functions {A i }. By Brouwer's theorem, for any smooth {A i }, the map q → {A i (ξ i , q (i) )} (which we call parallel Brouwer updating) has at least one fixed point. Here we consider such A i that set q i by minimizing a functional of (q i , q (i) ). As an example, that functional might be the same for all i, for each one measuring the error of (q i , q (i) ) as an approximation of some p ∈ P † . In this case the fixed point(s) of the {A i } are locally optimal approximations in P of that p.
Write the cross entropy from p to p
, where as usual µ is a prior probability over ξ that ensures the argument of the logarithm is unitless. So the entropy of p is just S(p || p) ≡ S(p), and the Kullback-Leibler distance from p to p
∀i, j, x and x ′ , so expected values of a Hamiltonian have the same value in ζ and ξ. We write h i (ξ) ≡ mi j=1 β i,j h i,j (ξ) where the temperatures {β i,j } are usually non-negative and write the associated free energies as 
where N i ([U ] i,p ) is the partition function and the bracket notation indicates expectation conditioned on the value of the subscripted coordinate: for any U and
We can choose {A i } based on objective functions other than the free energy; the important thing is to incorporate a concave function like entropy, to avoid the expensive process of checking the borders of Q for fixed points. For example, all the local minima of F hi (q) over Q are interior to Q. Moreover, for any fixed q (i) , there is only one local minimum over Q i .
The following six examples all have uniform µ. ξ = ζ (as in conventional MFA's) in all but the fifth example:
g each coordinate i obeys its own canonical ensemble and is independent of the values of the other coordinates. It is coupled to its own heat bath, with its own effective Hamiltonian set by the distributions over the other coordinates,
Boltzmann distribution over them. In this case β i,1 and β i,2 specify the mean and variance of h i,1 .
Example 2: We have a team game when ∀i, i ′ , and j, m i = m i ′ , and h i = h i ′ . In a team game we have a single shared objective function trading off entropy and expected values of the Hamiltonians. For m = 1 we define the world Hamiltonian H as the single shared private Hamiltonian. For this the minimizer of the free energy over all P † is the joint canonical ensemble distribution, p βH [4] . In contrast, q βH , the minimizer over P, is an MFA for p βH . Since ζ is arbitrary, by gradually increasing β one can converge on a q that is a delta function about the z that minimizes H(z). Since ζ is arbitrary, this optimization algorithm can be applied for any underlying space one wishes to search. In particular, parallel Brouwer updating with gradually increasing β is equivalent to mean-field annealing [6] . 
2 ] − S(p). Then for β f → ∞ our constraint will be enforced, if possible. Often that solution is on Q's border though, which slows the search -finite β f moves the solution(s) to the interior of Q, by weakening the constraint. Alternatively, choose the objective function
is a constant. Minimizing over both p ∈ Q and λ ∈ R forces f (z) = 0 if γ = 0, while nonzero γ j weakens the constraint but forces the fixed point q(s) inside Q. Example 4: Consider a team game with m = m ′ +1 and
Here p g is an MFA for the grand canonical ensemble of a system with m ′ particle types and Hamiltonian h m ′ +1 : x i encodes the states of all type i particles, and h i counts their number [4] .
This allows us to do optimal distributed adaptive control in ζ with an MFA over ξ. Let ζ 2 be the state of the plant one wants to control, ζ 1 the control variable you can set, and H(ζ 2 ) the objective function one wants to minimize. The goal in optimal control is to find argmin z1 E(H | z 1 ). Have the q i≥2 fixed to P (ζ 2 | ζ 1 ), the distribution relating the plant variable and the control variables. Take m 1 = 1, h 1,1 (ξ) = H(ζ(ξ)), and redefine F h1 to involve the entropy of just ξ 1 rather than all of ξ. Anneal β → ∞, so that q 1 (ξ 1 ) becomes a single delta function. Write the resultant q βH (ξ) as δ ξ1,x1 i≥2 q i (ξ i ). This distribution minimizes
. So z 1 = x 1 solves our optimal control problem.
Example 6: Formally, when m i = 1 ∀i and ξ = ζ, each coordinate is a player in a non-cooperative game [1, 7] , with x the players' joint move and {−h i,1 } their payoff functions. As the β i → ∞, q {βihi,1} becomes a (normal form) mixed strategy Nash equilibria. Now consider the general bounded rational (i.e., nonNash equilibrium) scenario. Say the players are told the entropy of the joint system, and each finds its best possible mixed strategy subject to the other players' strategies and entropy value. Then the system is at a q g . As an alternative interpretation of q g , say we have a rationality functional R(U, q i ) that measures how peaked any q i is about argmax xi U (x i ) for any U : ξ i → R. We require that R(U, q i ) = β if q i (ξ i ) ∝ µ(ξ i )e −βU(ξi) , and that the q i satisfying R(U, q i ) = β that has maximal entropy is µ(ξ i )e −βU(ξi) /N i (U ). Now say we are told the {β * i }}, the rationalities of the M players for their associated effective Hamiltonians {[h i,1 ] i,q }. Then the information-theoretic optimal estimate for the associated q is the minimizer over q and the {λ i } of the free energy
for any monotonically increasing functions {f i } [4] . At any local minimum of this free energy q = q g with β i = β * i ∀i. This use of rationality functionals expresses the boundedrational solution to any non-team game as the minimizer of a single objective function whose local minima are all interior to Q. As an illustration, choose f i (β) to be the ideal expected Hamiltonian ∂ β ln (N i (β[h i,1 ] i,q ) ), and R(U, q i ) ≡ argmin β KL(q i || e −βU Ni(βU) ). For such a choice f i (R ([h i,1 ] i,q , q i ) ) is the actual expected Hamiltonian,
III. FINDING FIXED POINTS
When we have an m = 1 team game we can use variants of gradient descent to find minima of the (single) free energy. Another approach for such scenarios is parallel Brouwer updating. More generally, define the free energy gap at q for coordinate i as ln
. This is how much F hi is reduced if only q i undergoes the Brouwer update. Define serial Brouwer updating as only updating one q i at a time. In an m = 1 team game, any such update must reduce F βH (p), in contrast to the case with parallel Brouwer updating. In greedy serial Brouwer updating, instead of cycling through all i, at each iteration we update only the coordinate with the largest gap; this maximizes the free energy drop in that update.
A practical difficulty with these schemes for finding fixed points is that evaluating [h i ] i,q g can be very difficult in large systems. An alternative is to use Monte Carlo simple sampling to get estimates of the effective Hamiltonians, and use those to update p. In this scheme, given a q at iteration t, each x i is separately set by randomly sampling q i (t), thereby generating x(t). Next the pair (x i (t), h i (x(t))) is combined with previous pairs and the update rule to set q i (t + 1), and then the process repeats.
To simplify the analysis, consider simple gradient descent of the free energy for the m = 1 team game. Have p be constant through each successive block of τ timesteps, updating only when we go from some block m to block m + 1, with the update based on observations during block m. Say we have a team game and are at a blocktransition, t = τ m+1, and let n i (t) ∈ ν i (t) be all information the algorithm controlling q i has at that time, including the associated Monte Carlo samples. So we have a posterior conditional distribution of possible gradient descent directions P ( F i H,β (q(t)) | n i (t)), where F i H,β (q(t)) is the components involving coordinate i of the projection onto P of the free energy gradient ∇F H,β (q(t)).
In gradient descent updating, that distribution should set the vector to add to q i (t) to get q i (t + 1). More precisely, since agent i knows q i (t), presuming quadratic loss reflects quality of the update, the Bayes-optimal estimate of the gradient is the posterior expected gradi-
Rather than evaluate the integral of [H] i,q g (ξ i ), we can use a maximum likelihood estimator, i.e., replace that integral with (Ĥ) i,ni (ξ i ), the average of the observed H values over the τ xi instances (of the just-completed block) when ξ i = x i .
Unfortunately, often in very large systems the convergence of (Ĥ) i,ni (ξ i ) is very slow, since the distribution sampled by the Monte Carlo to produce n i is very broad. To address this, posit that the differences
when one replaces H with some h i . This means that q i (t) is unchanged by that replacement. The set of all h i guaranteed to have this character, regardless of the form of q(x i , ξ (i) ), is the set of all difference Hamiltonians, h i (ξ) = H(ξ) − D i (ξ (i) ) for some function D i . Now across block m we are sampling P (h i (ξ)) to generate n i , and then evaluating (ĥ i ) i,ni (x i ). The associated variances of values (one for each of the x i ), Var((ĥ i ) i,νi (x i )), govern the accuracy of the estimate of the free energy gradient. For well-chosen D i these variances may be far smaller than when h i = H. In particular, if the number of coordinates coupled to ξ i through H does not grow as the system does, often such difference Hamiltonian variances will not grow much with system size, whereas the variances Var(Ĥ i,νi (x i )) will grow greatly. Furthermore, very often such a difference Hamiltonian is far easier to evaluate than is H, due to cancellation in subtracting D i .
More precisely, for practical reasons we want i's update algorithm to be robust against misperception of q (i) . So for quadratic loss, assuming no τ xi = 0, consider the h i minimizing dq (i) P (q (i) )[ dn . By only considering difference utilities we guarantee that the bias equals 0. Now expand our variance of vectors as a sum of variances of scalars, one for each value x i . Since n i is IID generated that sum is H(x ′ i , x (i) ) [9] . (If all the terms in this sum cannot be stored because |ξ i | is too large, then n ξi i must be averaged over as well, which can be approximated by
